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This research paper explores the field of nanobiotechnology,
focusing on the design, characterisation, and potential dermal
applications of metal oxide nanoparticles (MONPs). ZnO and
FeO NPs exhibit distinctive properties that are valuable in
dermato-cosmetic applications and transdermal drug delivery.
This study investigates Cannabidiol (CBD) as a capping agent
for MONPs synthesis. Employing microwave-assisted techni-
ques, MONPs were synthesised using either CBD or polyvinyl-
pyrrolidone (PVP) as capping agents. The TEM, SEM, FTIR, and
XRD characterisation results confirmed the successful formation
of CBD-capped ZnO and FeO NPs exhibiting an average particle
size of 90 and 76 nm, respectively. The cytotoxicity of CBD-

capped MONPs was evaluated on HaCaT cells over a concen-
tration range of 100 to 6.25 μg/mL, which revealed that CBD-
capped ZnO NPs exerted a cytotoxic effect on HaCaT cells (IC50
85.34�1.17 μg/mL). In contrast, CBD-capped FeO NPs and PVP-
capped MONPs exhibited negligible cytotoxicity (IC50 >100 μg/
mL). TEM analysis revealed a noticeable structural alteration of
ZnO NPs in the supplemented cell culture medium, which could
contribute to enhanced NP uptake, thereby explaining the
more pronounced cytotoxic effect of ZnO NPs. Therefore, the
disparity in cytotoxic responses can be attributed to the protein
coating adhering to the NPs surface in a biological medium.

Introduction

The integration of nanotechnology and biotechnology has
resulted in the development of an advanced technical and
scientific discipline referred to as nanobiotechnology.[1] A key
element of this discipline involves the design, fabrication, and
characterisation of materials and devices, where at least one
exterior dimension ranges between 1 and 100 nanometers
(nm).[2] Owing to their structural dimensions, nanomaterials are
categorised into zero-dimensional (nano-onions, nanoparticles,
quantum dots), one-dimensional (nanobelts, nanopillars, nano-
wires, nanotubes), two-dimensional (graphene), and three-
dimensional (mesoporous carbon) materials.[3] Nanobiotechnol-
ogy highlights the critical role of nanoscience and nanotools in
developing innovative biomaterials for tissue engineering,
nanopores for the expedition of single molecule transportation
in DNA sequencing, nanosensors for diagnostics, medicinal
devices, and theragnostic materials.[4] Nanomedicine is a
predominant subfield of nanobiotechnology, and its primary
function is the manipulation of engineered nanoparticles (NPs)
for therapeutic and diagnostic applications.[5] When materials
are synthesised at a nanoscale, their properties differ from their
bulk counterparts. A fundamental feature of NPs is a larger
surface area-to-volume ratio, which results in greater reactivity,
catalytic activity, and other unique physical and chemical
properties.[6] Moreover, it is possible to further tailor the
properties of NPs to specific applications by controlling the size,
shape, and surface chemistry during the synthesis process.

Due to their distinctive characteristics, MONPs are beneficial
in multiple dermato-cosmetic applications.[7] Previous studies
indicate that zinc oxide NPs (ZnO-NPs) displayed several
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biological activities such as antimicrobial,[8] antifungal,[9]

anticancer,[10] and wound healing.[11] However, the leading
quality of ZnO-NPs is incorporating them into sunscreens.
Larger ZnO-NPs (200–400 nm) reflect and scatter light, resulting
in a noticeable white tint on the skin; however, smaller particles
(40–100 nm) can absorb visible wavelengths and subsequently
disperse ultraviolet radiation, generating a transparent
sunscreen.[12] Similarly, iron oxide NPs (FeO-NPs) show
anticancer,[13] anti-inflammatory,[14] and antifungal[15] properties.
These attributes play a beneficial role in the transdermal
delivery of drugs.

Transdermal drug delivery (TDD) is a form of drug
administration via the skin, enabling systemic circulation
entry.[16] TDD has several advantages compared to traditional
drug administration routes (oral or intravenous). Transdermal
drug delivery allows for controlled drug release over an
extended time, which aids in maintaining a consistent drug
concentration in the circulatory system.[17] This can increase
therapeutic effectiveness and reduce the risk of adverse effects
related to drug concentration fluctuations. Transdermal delivery
is non-invasive, resulting in a more patient-friendly approach to
drug administration.[18] Additionally, TDD can improve drug
bioavailability by circumventing the first-pass metabolism in the
liver. This is particularly useful for drugs that may be degraded
or metabolised by digestive enzymes or cause gastrointestinal
irritation. Transdermal drug delivery decreases systemic side
effects associated with traditional drug administration routes, as
the drug is delivered directly to the site of action, and lower
doses can be used to achieve therapeutic effects.[19] In a study
by S. Kothawade et al.,[20] a transdermal patch loaded with ZnO-
NPs was developed and evaluated for antimicrobial activity. The
optimised patch demonstrated extended-release and improved
bioavailability of ZnO-NPs, exhibiting antimicrobial effects
against Escherichia coli, Bacillus subtilis, Aspergillus niger, and
Candida albicans after 48 h exposure at 100 μg/mL. Another
study by Abu-Huwaji et al.,[21] investigated the cytotoxic activity
of ZnO-NPs loaded on transdermal patches against triple-
negative breast cancer (TNBC) and human dermal fibroblast
(HDF) cell lines. The ZnO-NPs, tested at concentrations ranging
from 0.16 to 2.5 μg/mL for 24 hours, exhibited IC50 values of
0.42 μg/mL on TNBC and 1.5 μg/mL on HDF. The transdermal
patches demonstrated sustained release of ZnO-NPs over
25 hours, with a steady-state flux of 7.21 μg/h/cm2.

Raviraj et al.,[22] conducted an in-vivo analysis to explore the
co-administration of FeO-NPs and 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) via
transdermal delivery against melanoma cells. A combination of
5-FU (1 mM) and 10% FeO-NPs (1 mg/mL) with a dosage of
60 μL, was topically applied three times per week. The results
demonstrated a substantial decrease in tumour growth follow-
ing the topical administration of 5-FU with FeO-NPs, compared
to the application of 5-FU alone. Afiune et al.,[23] synthesised
FeO-NPs loaded with finasteride (FIN) or dutasteride (DUT) at
250 μg/mL and 125 μg/mL, respectively, for topical alopecia
treatment. Cutaneous penetration studies were conducted for
12 or 24 hours. The loaded nanosystems demonstrated in-
creased skin penetration compared to control solutions. DUT-
loaded nanosystems exhibited higher retention in the stratum

corneum than FIN-loaded nanosystems. After 24 hours, FIN-ION
showed nearly double the amount of FIN in the skin compared
to the control solution (18.64�0.69 μg/cm2 and 10.65�
0.38 μg/cm2, respectively), while DUT-ION exhibited almost four
times the amount of DUT (4.66�0.45 μg/cm2 and 1.24�
0.27 μg/cm2, respectively).

The use of metal oxides in dermal applications has paved
the way for innovative approaches to drug delivery and
therapeutic interventions. These nanosystems have demon-
strated the potential to enhance the penetration and retention
of drugs in the skin.[24] To facilitate this, amphiphilic capping
agents are employed in trace amounts during NPs synthesis.[25]

These agents functionalise and stabilise NPs, while also
preventing NPs agglomeration.[26] Chemical capping agents,
including polymers (PVP, PEG, and PGA), present challenges in
desorption kinetics from NP surfaces. The nonbiodegradable
nature and potential cytotoxicity of these conventional capping
agents highlight the demand for alternatives. Consequently, the
pursuit of green capping agents has garnered considerable
attention, with the dual objective of safeguarding biological
systems and environmental integrity.[27]

Cannabidiol (CBD), a non-psychoactive compound derived
from the Cannabis sativa plant, has gained attention for
potential therapeutic applications in dermatology.[28] Employing
CBD in MONP synthesis could improve bioavailability, facilitate
targeted delivery to specific skin layers or cells, and optimise
therapeutic outcomes. The molecular configuration of CBD
comprises a terpenoid moiety, a phenolic hydroxyl group, and
an alkyl side chain.[29] Phenolic compounds can exert non-
covalent and covalent interactions in a diverse range of
inorganic materials, including metals, semiconductors, carbon,
silica, metal ions, and metal oxides. Furthermore, these
compounds exhibit distinct physicochemical interactions, such
as hydrogen bonding, metal coordination, covalent bonding,
and interactions (electrostatic, π, and hydrophobic) between
fundamental molecules of the inorganic material.[30] Natural
phenols containing hydroxyl and carboxyl functional groups
demonstrate protonation and absorption capabilities.[31,32] The
mechanism governing the surface absorption of phenolic
compounds onto metal NPs (MNPs) can be elucidated by the
formation of an absorptive bond between the carboxyl group
and the metal atom.[33] The MNPs synthesised via phenolic
compounds exhibit enhanced stability when compared to their
counterparts using conventional reducing agents, such as
citrate or sodium borohydride.[34] Three specific configurations
are used by phenolic functional groups to adhere to the surface
of an MNP: monodentate ester-like bonding, bidentate bridging
bonding, and bidentate chelating bonding.[33]

CBD interacts with the endocannabinoid system (ECS) as a
partial agonist for CB1 and CB2 receptors. In addition, CBD
inhibits the enzyme fatty acid amide hydrolase (FAAH), leading
to increased anandamide levels and enhanced ECS activity. This
modulation of the ECS contributes to CBD’s anti-inflammatory
and analgesic effects.[35] This finding is further supported by
Petrosino et al.,[36] who demonstrated the anti-inflammatory
properties of CBD; therefore, CBD could be considered a
potential treatment for skin disorders characterised by inflam-
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mation, such as acne, eczema, and psoriasis.[37] Studies have
demonstrated the ability of CBD to attenuate oxidative stress in
various dermal disorders, highlighting its potential as a topical
antioxidant.[38,39] CBD demonstrates an antioxidant effect by
scavenging detrimental free radicals, which mitigates oxidative
damage to keratinocytes.[40]

Based on the above discussion, in this study, we inves-
tigated: Firstly, the synthesis of MONPs via CBD as a green
functional capping agent. Secondly, a comparison of capping
efficiency with the conventional synthetic capping agent PVP.
Finally, evaluating the cytotoxic effect of both PVP and CBD-
capped MONPs on HaCaT cells. The dual action of CBD as an
antioxidant and anti-inflammatory agent makes it a promising
candidate for dermal applications to address oxidative stress
and inflammation-related skin issues.

Results and Discussion

Nanoparticle synthesis

Metal oxides ZnO and FeO-NPs were synthesised using: (i) PVP
and (ii) CBD as capping agents. PVP is considered a stable, non-
toxic,[41] non-ionic[42] multipurpose polymer that serves as a
surface stabiliser, growth modifier, and NP dispersant. A
beneficial characteristic of PVP in NP synthesis is NP aggrega-
tion prevention, which is primarily due to the steric hindrance
effect.[43] The PVP-capped NPs served as a reference to CBD-
capped NPs. The phenolic compounds in CBD chelate Zn and
Fe metal ions, forming stable complexes. This phenomenon is
attributed to the phenolic compounds’ capacity to donate
electrons and hydrogen atoms. The stability of phenolic
hydroxyl groups is attributed to the resonance of aromatic
radical structures.[44]

The PVP-capped ZnO-NPs yielded a white precipitate upon
the addition of sodium hydroxide (NaOH), which is consistent
with previous literature;[45] however, upon the addition of CBD
to the precursor salt (Zn(NO3)2), a mild precipitation reaction
was observed evidenced by a colour change from colourless to
a light white hue, which could be attributed to the formation of
ZnO by the action of polyphenols present in CBD on zinc
nitrate. The subsequent addition of NaOH to the reaction
mixture resulted in a white precipitate, which indicated the
formation of ZnO (the intermediate zinc hydroxide was
converted to ZnO during calcination.[45]

A colour change accompanied by precipitation was
observed during the synthesis of FeO-PVP NPs. A deep red
precipitate was obtained when NaOH was added. Previous
literature reported similar findings, with a description of fine
red powder after synthesising FeO NPs[46]. The synthesis of FeO-
CBD NPs yielded a similar synthesis reaction outcome when
compared to ZnO-CBD NPs, where CBD was observed to
function as a mild precipitating agent, evidenced by a colour
change from colourless to an opaque red. The colour intensity
and precipitation were enhanced upon the addition of NaOH.
The sample obtained after synthesis can be described as a fine

red powder and soft in texture, which is consistent with
previous reports.[46]

Additionally, Oliveira et al.[47] explained that a precipitation
reaction in metallic ion systems follows three sequential steps:
from an amorphous hydroxide to a crystallised hydroxide and
finally to an oxide[47].

Size and morphological analyses

The size and morphological features of the MONPs were
captured by TEM. Figure 1(a) illustrates a distribution of
polydispersed and heterogeneous ZnO-PVP NPs, with an
average particle size of approximately 85 nm. These NPs exhibit
diverse morphologies that include rectangular-shaped NPs,
nanocubes, and spherical ZnO-PVP NPs. A study by Kamari et al.
[48] synthesised PVP-capped ZnO NPs using a hydrothermal
synthesis route to assess the efficiency of PVP as a capping
agent. The research group observed particles to be elliptical or
spherical, which partially correlates to the TEM images in the
current study. Figure 1(b) displays the lattice fringes of a single
ZnO crystal with a d-spacing of 0.258 nm corresponding to the
interlayer spacing of the (002) plane.[49] Figure 1(c). The
morphology of ZnO-CBD NPs can be described as non-uniform
bulky elliptical disks and spheres. These NPs appear to exhibit
polydispersity and have a large size range, with a particle size
of�90 nm. Lattice fringes of ZnO are presented in Figure 1(d),
where the inter-planar spacing is 0.2797 nm, which corresponds
to the (100) plane of ZnO[50]

Figure 1(e) displays a TEM image of FeO-PVP NPs, that
exhibits heterogeneous, polydispersed NPs, composed of
square and flake-like structured particles. Silva et al.[51] inves-
tigated if the quantity of PVP influenced the size and crystalline
nature of FeO nanostructured particles using the sol-gel
method. The results showed NPs with a hexagonal morphology,
with a particle size range of 25–45 nm. When comparing the
TEM results in the current study to Silva et al.,[51] it is evident
that employing PVP as a capping agent can produce various NP
morphologies under different synthesis conditions. The lattice
fringes of FeO-PVP NPs in Figure 1(f) have a d-space value of
0.266 nm, representing the Miller index of (110).[52] Figure 1(g)
displays a TEM image of FeO-CBD NPs, which reveals diamond-
like structured NPs that appear to have minimal agglomeration
and an average particle size of ~76 nm. Additionally, an
investigation of a single FeO crystal was carried out by HR-TEM
analysis, depicted in Figure 1(h). Distinct lattice fringes can be
observed, and a d-spacing value of 0.3606 nm was identified.
The d-spacing value correlates to the (012) plane of structured
FeO.[52]

SEM and EDS respectively determined the surface structure
and elemental composition of both ZnO and FeO NPs. Fig-
ure 2(a) shows a clustered composition of ZnO-PVP NPs, which
correlate to the TEM observations, and the EDS reveals a
spectrum devoid of impurity peaks, where Zn has a weight
percentage of 81.50%. Figure 2(b) shows a variety of elliptical
disk-shaped ZnO-CBD NPs, along with smaller indistinct NPs
observable in the SEM image, which correlates to the TEM
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observations. The EDS spectrum shows no impurity peaks,
indicating the high purity of ZnO NPs, with a total weight
percentage of 87.05% for Zn. capped FeO, and (d) CBD-capped
FeO.

Figure 2(c) shows square-like NPs for PVP-capped FeO NPs,
which correlates to the TEM data, however, the individual NPs
assembled in clusters. The EDS spectrum of FeO-PVP NPs
reveals a high purity of Fe with a weight percentage of 72.74%.
Figure 2(d) reveals polydispersed, diamond-like NPs, correlating
to the TEM observations. The EDS spectrum illustrates the Fe
and O peaks with a total weight percentage of 78.57%,
indicating an above-average purity in the synthesised sample.

The crystallinity and structural composition of metal oxide
NPs were analysed by XRD. Figure 3(a) presents the diffraction
pattern of ZnO-PVP, which exhibit peaks at 2Ɵ=31°, 34°, 36°,
47°, 56°, 62°, 66°, 68°, 69°, 72° and 77° which correspond to the
indices; (100), (002), (101), (102), (110), (103), (200), (112), (201),
(004), (202), respectively. These indices demonstrate the
wurtzite structure of ZnO, which is composed of hexagonal
cross-sections, JCPDS (File no: 043–0002).[53] The presence of
sharp, narrow peaks indicates that the synthesised ZnO NPs are
highly crystalline; furthermore, the intense peak exhibited at
2Ɵ=36° suggests the preferred growth orientation is along the
(101) plane.[53] A study by Gurushankar et al. reported a ZnO-
PVP diffraction pattern which is consistent with the XRD data in
the current investigation. Moreover, this research group
explains that high crystallinity is due to the formation of larger
nanocrystals.[54] Figure 3(b) presents an XRD pattern of FeO-PVP
NPs, where there are ten peaks with 2Ɵ=24°, 33°, 35°, 40°, 49°,
54°, 57°, 62°, 63°, and 71° that correspond to (012), (104), (110),

(113), (024), (116), (122), (214), (300) and (1010) planes,
respectively. All peaks were indexed using JCPDS (File no. 89–
0598), which revealed that the synthesised product represents
the hematite (Fe2O3) phase of iron oxide.[55] Furthermore, the
intense diffraction at 2Ɵ =35° demonstrates that the preferred
growth is along the (104) plane.[55] The XRD analysis in the
present work correlates to a study conducted by Guo et al.,
where one of the aims was to synthesise hematite NPs using a
mild hydrothermal method with PVP acting as a capping agent.

Figure 3(c) shows square-like NPs for PVP-capped FeO NPs,
which correlates to the TEM data, however, the individual NPs
assembled in clusters. The EDS spectrum of FeO-PVP NPs
reveals a high purity of Fe with a weight percentage of 72.74%.
Figure 2(d) reveals polydispersed, diamond-like NPs, correlating
to the TEM observations. The EDS spectrum illustrates the Fe
and O peaks with a total weight percentage of 78.57%,
indicating an above-average purity in the synthesised sample.
An FT-IR analysis was used to identify the functional groups
present in metal oxide NPs. Figure 4(a) illustrates a comparative
IR spectrum of PVP and ZnO-PVP NPs, where all the signature
peaks of PVP are present in the IR spectrum of ZnO NPs. The
broad, intense peak exhibited at 3426 cm� 1 represents the O� H
stretching vibration, which is due to adsorbed water by the
particle‘s exterior surface.[57] The remaining four peaks are
observed to have decreased in intensity, as well as a shift in
peak position. The absorption peaks at 2972 cm� 1, 1626 cm� 1,
1509 cm� 1, and 1381 cm� 1 correspond to the C� H, C=O, CH2,
and C� N vibrational groups in the pure PVP IR spectra.[57] The
decreased peak intensity could be attributed to the calcination
process, which could potentially reduce the concentration of

Figure 1. Morphology and size analyses of NPs; (a-b) PVP-capped ZnO NPs, (c-d) CBD-capped ZnO NPs, (e-f) PVP-capped FeO NPs, and (g-h) CBD-capped FeO
NPs.
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PVP present on the surface of ZnO NPs. Rao et al. conducted a
study that investigated the thermal decomposition of PVP, and
the findings indicate that PVP starts to degrade at 250 °C and
reaches 50% degradation at 420 °C.[58] A peak shift represents a
chemical interaction between PVP molecules and the surface

molecules of ZnO; this is a result of ZnO NPs co-ordinating with
the nitrogen and oxygen atoms in PVP.[57]

Figure 4(b) shows the FT-IR spectrum of the synthesised
FeO-PVP NPs, where four characteristic peaks of PVP can be
observed, indicating successful capping of FeO NPs with PVP.

Figure 2. Morphology and size analyses of NPs: (a) PVP-capped ZnO, (b) CBD-capped ZnO, (c) PVP-capped FeO, (d) CBD-capped FeO.
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The FT-IR analysis is consistent with previous literature.[59] An
intense peak at 3359 cm� 1 correlates to the O� H group in pure
PVP. The absorption peak at 1612 cm� 1 suggests that a chemical
bond is formed between PVP and FeO NPs by the C=O group.[59]

The decrease in peak intensity could be due to the calcination
that the sample was subjected to, resulting in a decreased
quantity of PVP in the sample. The FT-IR spectrum of ZnO-CBD
NPs, reported in Figure 4(c), illustrates the characteristic peaks
of CBD, which suggest successful capping of the synthesised
product. The IR peaks at 3400 cm� 1, 2928 cm� 1, 1630 cm� 1,
1511 cm� 1, 1381 cm� 1, and 1039 cm� 1 correspond to the O� H
stretch, C� H stretch, C=C stretch, C� H bend, C� H wag, and C� O
stretch in the CBD spectra.[60] A study by Alamdari et al.,[61]

investigated the synthesis of ZnO NPs using a leaf extract of
Sambucus ebulus and reported similar IR peaks in comparison to
the ZnO NPs reported in the current work. In addition, the study
explained that a shift or change in peak position or intensity
indicates an interaction between the functional groups present
in polyphenolic compounds and the ZnO NPs. Therefore, the
peak shift and peak intensity reduction observed in Figure 4(c)
suggest that the biomolecules present in CBD were capped or
bonded onto the ZnO NP surface.

Figure 4(d) shows an IR spectrum of FeO-CBD NPs, where
four characteristic peaks of CBD can be observed in FeO-CBD

NPs, indicating successful capping of FeO-NPs with CBD. The IR
peaks at 3421 cm� 1, 2922 cm� 1, 1625 cm� 1 and 1397 cm� 1

correspond to O� H, C� H stretching, C=C, and C� H bending
vibrational groups.[62] A similar trend of peak intensity reduction,
with a slight peak shift is observed in biosynthesised FeO NPs,
which imply a chemical interaction between the biomolecules
and the FeO NPs.[61]

In assessing PVP and CBD capping efficiencies, TEM analysis
revealed distinct morphologies of PVP and CBD-capped NPs.
The PVP-capped ZnO NPs displayed rectangles, nanocubes, and
spheres, while CBD-capped ZnO NPs exhibited bulky elliptical
disks and spheres, implying broader size variation. For FeO NPs,
PVP-capped particles were polydispersed with square and flake-
like structures. In contrast, CBD-capped FeO NPs displayed
diamond-like shapes with minimal aggregation. Comparatively,
PVP led to diverse NP morphologies, which is consistent with
prior studies. CBD induced distinct precipitation behaviours and
NP shapes due to its phenolic compounds, whereas PVP
maintained uniform shapes through its stabilising influence.
The FT-IR analysis highlights the distinctions between PVP and
CBD as capping agents. Both agents show characteristic peaks
in their respective IR spectra, confirming successful capping.
However, variations in peak intensity, position shifts, and

Figure 3. Structural analyses of NPs: (a) PVP-capped ZnO, (b) PVP-capped FeO, (c) CBD-capped ZnO, and (d) CBD-capped FeO.
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specific vibrational groups denote differences attributed to the
capping agent‘s chemistry and interaction with MONPs.

In general, capping agents, when used in synthesis, act as
stabilisers through steric hindrance that counteract the agglom-
eration of NPs (thereby enhancing their dispersibility and shelf-
life in final drug formulations), modify the biological activity
and surface chemistry and alter the interaction of NPs inside
the preparation medium.[63–65] In addition, capping agents
sometimes augment the reduction kinetics of NPs by forming
complex structures with the metallic ions in the precursor
salts.[66] The plant-based bio constituents like terpenoids,
polyols, alkaloids, polysaccharides, flavonoids, phenolics, pro-
teins, amino acids, enzymes, etc., are reported to serve as strong
chelating, reducing, and stabilising agents while playing an
important role in tuning the shape and size of the NPs.[67] The
presence of phytochemicals on the NP surface, in some
instances, can alter their wettability and surface chemistry,
providing enriched surfaces for cellular uptake and toxicity and
contributing to the functionality, for instance, antimicrobial and
anticancer activity.[68]

Cytotoxicity Analyses

To assess the cytotoxic potential of CBD-capped MONPs, a half-
maximum inhibitory concentration (IC50) investigation was
conducted on HaCaT cell lines and results are reported in
Table 1. Metal oxides capped with PVP were used as reference
materials in this study. Increasing concentrations of PVP/CBD-
capped metal oxide NPs (6.25 to 100 μg/mL) were evaluated
against the HaCaT cell lines over 48 hours. In a prior study, our
research group reported that CBD tested over a concentration
range (2.2 to 200 μM) exhibited an IC50 of 5.82�1.06 μM when
exposed to HaCat cells over 48 hours.[69] To the author’s
knowledge, no previous research papers have evaluated CBD-
capped metal oxide NPs for cytotoxicity against HaCaT cells.

Within the concentration range of 6.25 to 100 μg/mL, both
the reference materials and the FeO-NPs capped with CBD
demonstrated no discernible cytotoxic effects on HaCaT cells.
Conversely, the CBD-capped ZnO-NPs exhibited a modest level
of toxicity within the aforementioned concentration range,
leading to a near-50% reduction of cell density at 100 μg/mL.
Hammel et al.[70] explored the effectiveness of topically applied
CBD (1–10%) in a gel formulation for alleviating inflammation-
associated symptoms in a monoarthritic rat model. The rats
were administered doses of 0.6, 3.1, and 6.2 mg/day, which

Figure 4. Molecular analyses of NPs: (a) PVP-capped ZnO, (b) PVP-capped FeO, (c) CBD-capped ZnO, (d) CBD-capped FeO.
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exhibited a strong linear relationship.[70] The concentration of
CBD applied transdermally in their study far exceeded our
tested concentration range, and there were no reported
adverse effects on keratinocytes. Therefore, despite our findings
indicating a marginal reduction in cell density, it can be
reasonably considered safe for use in a topical formulation in
animal studies.

In the context of biological systems, the constituents of a
biological medium can influence NPs, particularly through
protein absorption, leading to the formation of protein-coated
NPs.[71] The process of protein-coating introduces modifications
to the surface charge, dispersion, size, biodistribution, and
biological effects of NPs, which can have either beneficial or
detrimental implications depending on the intended purpose.[72]

In this study, NPs were dispersed in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle
Medium (DMEM) before exposure to cells, which introduces the
possibility of altering their biological properties.

The TEM images in Figure 5(a) and (b) depict FeO NPs
capped with CBD and PVP, respectively. Upon dispersion in
DMEM, a noticeable structural alteration was observed. How-
ever, the primary observation of significance was the presence
of a substantial protein coating enveloping the NPs, which
could explain the absence of cytotoxicity in HaCaT cells.

The FeO NPs exhibit an augmented coating, leading to an
increase in particle size, which may potentially reduce cellular
uptake of the NP and subsequent cytotoxic effects. Conversely,
ZnO NPs have transformed, assuming a spherical shape, which
renders them smaller than their initial synthesised state. This
alteration enhances the probability of cellular uptake. It is
plausible that the observed cytotoxicity in ZnO CBD NPs may
be attributed to the enhanced uptake of NP where CBD’s effect
is more pronounced, given the IC50 of 5.82�1.06 of CBD on
HaCaT cells.

Figures 5(c) and (d) present images of ZnO NPs capped with
CBD and PVP, respectively. The morphology of the NPs has
transitioned from elliptical disks and spheres to a spherical
shape. Furthermore, the CBD-capped ZnO NPs display an
average size of 52 nm and exhibit monodispersity, contrasting
with the previously observed bulky and overlapping ZnO NPs
with an average size of 90 nm. This particular characteristic may
contribute to the observed cytotoxicity in HaCaT cells. Previous
literature suggests that smaller NPs have a higher propensity
for cellular uptake.[73] Furthermore, a study by Augustine

et al.,[74] indicates the influence of particle size on release
kinetics and bio-distribution. This phenomenon can be attrib-
uted to the observation that NPs are less likely to trigger an
immune response as foreign bodies when compared to larger
micro and macro-sized particles. A paper by Ottemann et al.,[75]

reveals that NP morphology also affects the cellular uptake of
nanomaterials and subsequent cellular functions. In addition,
elongated nanomaterials exhibit an increased uptake in
comparison to spherical counterparts, due to the enhanced cell
membrane adhesion. According to a study by Liao et al.[76] in
2020, the cellular internalisation of ZnO-NPs in-vitro are
attributed to the diffusion of Zn2+ ions through the cell
membrane.[76] Subsequently, NP penetration into the cytoplasm
is facilitated, leading to the generation of reactive oxygen
species (ROS). These ROS molecules interrupt the normal
functioning of proteins, DNA molecules, and the mitochondria.
This triggers a cascade effect, inducing oxidative stress in the
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and eventually culminating in cell
death.[77] Lee et al.[78] studied the toxic effect of 22�5 nm
spherical ZnO NPs on HaCaT cells and found a significant
decrease in cell viability through ROS generation and oxidative
stress at 40 μg/mL or higher. On the other hand, Zanni and co-
workers investigated the cytotoxicity of zinc oxide nanorods
(ZnO-NR) with diameters ranging from 20–40 nm and lengths
up to 4 μm on HaCaT cells and reported a very low cytotoxic
effect at the highest tested concentration of 100 μg/mL, which
indicates the effect of NP shape and size on cytotoxicity.[79] Wu
et al.[80] suggested a cytotoxic concentration of ZnO NPs
between 30–50 μg/mL for the HaCaT cell line in DMEM. Surface
modification of ZnO NPs via functionalisation, coating or
adsorption of components from supplemented cell culture
medium are reported to reduce the toxicity of the NPs.[81]

Conclusions

This study has successfully synthesised and characterised
MONPs using CBD and PVP as capping agents. The results
demonstrated the cytotoxic effects of CBD-capped ZnO NPs on
HaCaT cells, while CBD-capped FeO NPs and PVP-capped
MONPs exhibited no noticeable cytotoxicity. The presence of
protein coatings on the NPs dispersed in a biological medium is
believed to play a role in the observed cytotoxicity and its

Table 1. The IC50 values of polyvinylpyrrolidone/cannabidiol-capped metal oxide nanoparticles in human keratinocyte cells.

Drug compound IC50
[a]�SEM[b] on HaCaT[c]

(μg/mL or μM[h])
Cell density (%) at highest concentration
tested (100 μg/mL or 200 μM[h])

ZnO[d]-PVP[e] >100 62.86�9.23

FeO[f]-PVP >100 75.28�8.91

ZnO-CBD[g] >100 52.41�2.62

FeO-CBD >100 133.72�8.20

CBD 5.82�1.06 11.68�2.03

[a]Half maximal inhibitory concentration, [b]Standard error of the mean, [c]Cultured human keratinocyte cells, [d]Zinc oxide, [e]Polyvinylpyrrolidone, [f]Iron oxide,
[g]Cannabidiol, [h]Nanoparticles in μg/mL and isolated compounds in μM.
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absence. These findings contribute to the knowledge and
understanding of the potential applications of nanobiotechnol-
ogy in the fields of dermato-cosmetics and transdermal drug
delivery.

Further investigations are required to understand the
mechanisms responsible for the cytotoxicity induced by CBD-
capped ZnO NPs and to elucidate the influence of protein
coatings on cellular responses. Exploring alternative capping
and reducing agents, as well as different synthesis methods,
could provide valuable insights into optimising MONPs for
diverse biomedical applications. Moreover, conducting in-vivo
studies is imperative to assess the safety and efficacy of these
NPs in more complex biological systems. This study paves the
way for future research endeavours in nanobiotechnology, with
the potential development of treatments for skin disorders and
advancements in drug delivery systems.

Experimental Section

Materials for Nanoparticle Synthesis

All materials employed in the chemical synthesis were of analytical
grade and were utilised without further purification. The materials
included: zinc nitrate (Zn(NO3)2) (Minema Chemicals, South Africa),
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) (Sigma Aldrich, South Africa), ferric
nitrate nonahydrate (Fe(NO3)3) (Sisco Research Laboratories, India),
ethanol (99%) (EthanolSA, South Africa), sodium hydroxide (NaOH)
(Minema Chemicals, South Africa) and CBD crystals (99%) (Endoca
BV, Netherlands) kindly supplied by BGM Pharmaceuticals, South
Africa, deionised (DI) water (CSIR, South Africa). The optimisation of
MONPs in this study involved several parameter variations (Table 2–
4).

Microwave-assisted Chemical and Green Synthesis of MONPs

Synthesis of MONPs followed a similar method outlined by Barreto
et al.[82], however, the current work incorporated slight alterations.
The ZnO and FeO NPs were synthesised employing Zn(NO3)2 and
Fe(NO3)3 as the respective precursor salts. A 0.1 M solution of each

Figure 5. Metal oxides dispersed in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium; (a) CBD-capped FeO, (b) PVP-capped FeO, (c) CBD-capped ZnO, (d) PVP-capped ZnO.
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salt was prepared by dissolution in deionised (DI) water. A 0.2 M
NaOH solution was gradually added to this solution under magnetic
stirring at room temperature (25 °C) until the desired pH was
achieved. Subsequently, solutions of PVP or CBD, with increasing
concentrations, were incorporated and stirred for an additional 10
minutes at room temperature (25 °C) prior to transferring the
mixture to a Teflon-coated vessel. The synthesis reactions were
conducted within a microwave reactor (Milestone Ultraclave
MA033, USA) with varying parameters of time and temperature.
The resulting precipitate underwent washing using DI water and
then ethanol, followed by centrifugation at 1,917 RCF using the
Rotofix 32 A (Hettich, USA) centrifuge, repeated 3 to 4 times. The
obtained precipitate was then dried in a vacuum oven at 100 °C for
24 hours, after which it was subjected to calcination in a muffle
furnace at increasing temperatures. The CBD-capped NPs were
exempt from calcination due to potential degradation at elevated
temperatures. The final product was crushed into a fine powder
using a quartz mortar and pestle, sieved to a particle size of 75 μm,
and stored in a sealed container at room temperature for
subsequent analyses.

Characterisation of NPs

Within the field of material science, characterisation is defined as a
process employed to investigate the properties and structure of a
synthesised material. This role of characterisation is crucial in
confirming that the synthesised particles are within the nanoscale
range.[83] In NP characterisation, the two primary parameters
examined are morphology and size, followed by an evaluation of
the crystalline structure and chemical composition of the
nanoparticles.[84]

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) generates lateral spatial
high-resolution micrographs and diffraction patterns[85] by directing

an electron beam onto a sample and hence has the capability of
investigating the shape, size, and crystal structure of a NP.

This study employed a JEOL TEM-2100 (JEOL, Japan) for sample
analyses. Sample preparation involved dispersing a small quantity
of powder sample in ethanol (~1 mL), followed by 20 minutes of
sonication. A copper grid was immersed in this mixture and left to
air dry. The prepared copper grid was fixed onto a sample holder
and inserted into the microscope for image capturing and
subsequent analysis.

The Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) captures micrographs of a
sample‘s surface structure by detecting secondary electrons
emitted when the sample interacts with the electron beam.[86]

Within the SEM, an integrated feature called energy-dispersive X-
ray spectroscopy (EDS) allows for the acquisition of elemental
analysis data from the samples. A JEOL-JSM 7500F (JEOL, Japan)
SEM was used to analyse the NP samples. Samples were prepared
by dispersing a minute amount of powdered sample onto a
conductive carbon tape, which was adhered to a stub. The stub
was inserted into the microscope and images were captured.
Element analysis was facilitated using the NSS software tool.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a technique that analyses Bragg’s Law of
reflection to investigate the structural characteristics of a sample.
The Bragg peaks in an XRD pattern represent unique crystallo-
graphic orientations.[87] In this study, the crystalline structure of NPs
was analysed using powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) and recorded
using a PAnalytical XPERT-PRO diffractometer (PAnalytical, Nether-
lands). A small amount of powdered sample was placed on a
sample holder, smoothed out, and inserted into the XRD chamber
for analysis.

Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) assesses the trans-
mission or absorption of infrared radiation across different wave-

Table 2. Optimisation parameters for synthesised nanoparticles.

Capping agent
PVP[a] (g)

Concentration of
CBD[b] (M)

Volume of capping
reagent solution (mL)

Volume of 0.1 M
precursor salt (mL)

Synthesis
time (min)

Synthesis
temp (°C)

pH Calcination
temp (°C)

0.5 0.00025 40 1, 2 or 5 30 100 9 525

0.25 0.001 25 10 20 70 8 400

0.1 0.01 10 25 10 50 7 300

[a]Polyvinylpyrrolidone; [b]Cannabidiol

Table 3. Optimised parameters for PVP-capped nanoparticles.

Nanoparticle Concentration of
precursor salt (M)

Volume of precursor
salt (mL)

PVP[a]

(g)
Synthesis
time (min)

Synthesis temp
(°C)

pH Calcination
temp & time (°C)

ZnO[b] 0.1 25 0.5 30 100 9 4 hrs @ 400

FeO[c] 0.1 25 0.5 30 100 8 3 hrs @ 400

[a]Polyvinylpyrrolidone; [b]Zinc oxide; [c]Iron oxide

Table 4. Optimised parameters for CBD-capped nanoparticles.

Nanoparticle Concentration of
precursor salt (M)

Volume of
precursor salt (mL)

Concentration
of CBD[a] (M)

Volume of
CBD (mL)

Synthesis
time (min)

Synthesis
temp (°C)

pH

ZnO[b] 0.1 25 0.01 10 30 100 8

FeO[c] 0.1 25 0.001 10 30 100 8

[a]Cannabidiol; [b]Zinc oxide; [c]Iron oxide
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lengths in a sample. This infrared absorption function facilitates the
identification of functional groups and molecular structures within
a sample.[88] This study employed a Spectrum 100 FTIR spectrometer
(PerkinElmer, USA) to identify organic compounds in the sample. A
powdered sample was affixed to the sample holder and com-
pressed into a pellet, where sample measurements were then
acquired.

Materials for Cytotoxicity Evaluation

The materials utilised for cell culture in this study are consistent
with those detailed in a prior investigation conducted by our
research team.[69]

Cell Culture

The maintenance of HaCaT cell lines followed the protocol
described in a preceding study conducted by our research team.[69]

Sulforhodamine B Staining

The HaCaT cells (100 μL) were seeded in a 96-well microtitre plate.
The plate was incubated for 24 hours at 37°C and 5% CO2 to allow
the cells to attach to the plate surface. The NPs were each prepared
to a stock solution of 0.6 mg/mL and were filtered using a sterile
syringe filter (0.2 μm). Cells were exposed to 100 μL medium
(negative control), DMSO (0.8%; vehicle control), or NPs (6.25 to
100 μg/mL) prepared in FBS-free medium for 48 hours. A row of
blanks (5% FBS-supplemented medium) was also allocated on each
plate to account for sterility and background noise. After exposure,
50 μL of 50% TCA was added to each well and incubated at 4°C for
a further 24 hours to fix the cells. Thereafter, TCA was washed off
with tap water and allowed to air dry. A volume of 100 μL of SRB
dye (0.057% in 1% acetic acid) was added to each well, and the
plate was incubated for 1 hour. The unbound SRB dye was washed
off with 100 μL 1% acetic acid thrice, and the plates were allowed
to dry. Tris-buffer solution (200 μL; 10 mM, pH 10.5) was added to
all wells to solubilise the bound dye. Plates were measured
spectrophotometrically using an ELX 800 plate reader (BioTek
Industries) at 540 nm (reference wavelength=630 nm). Values were
blank-excluded, and the cell density was calculated using the
following formula;

Cell density % of negative controlð Þ ¼

absorbance of sample
average absorbance of negative control

� �

X 100

The assay was performed with technical and biological triplicates.
GraphPad Prism software was employed for statistical analysis of
the half-maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50).
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